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As the rate of COVID19 infections begins to atten, states are considering
how they will lift restrictions in order to restart society and business. Some
states including Georgia, Tennessee and South Carolina are moving
forward with opening retail businesses with social distancing restrictions.
Others like California and New York say reopening is weeks, if not months,
away.
According to a recent poll from Gallup, most Americans (71%) said they
would wait and see what happens with the spread of the virus before
resuming normal activities. Another 10% would wait inde nitely. A smaller
but signi cant 20% say they would return to their normal activities
immediately. The urge to reopen the economy is at con ict with moving
too fast or too slow.
Like the spread of COVID19, ideas and practices, both harmful and helpful,
can also spread through an organization. Antidotes or toxins can pass from
person-to-person without them knowing. It can also circulate throughout
organizational communication networks with positive or negative effects.



CEOs should consider corporate culture when determining how to bring
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employees back into the workplace. While most CEOs report a desire to
open as quickly as possible, they must do so with a natural concern for
safety including appropriate social distancing, sanitizing and personal
protection. Employees want to believe that senior executives have their
well-being at heart and will be watching for signs of this. I believe, equal to
these mechanics of opening, CEOs should also consider how brain science
and management practices can encourage a winning workforce culture that
will sustain the company in the near and long term.
Here are four areas that can help CEOs create a comeback plan for nearand long-term success:
Engagement. Work engagement is a positive, affective-motivational state
of high energy combined with high levels of dedication and a strong focus
on work. Companies with winning organizational cultures have 72% higher
employee engagement ratings than organizations with weak cultures (and
not incidentally, they also have a 22% greater pro tability). As employees
reintegrate into the workplace, CEOs must focus on how employees
physically, cognitively, mentally and emotionally reengage in work. A
thoughtful work engagement approach can reduce tension and create a
sense of unity among staff.
Positivity. CEOs should not only encourage but project well-being,
creativity, and satisfaction. When leaders optimize their skill at promoting
and managing positivity at work, they increase the probability of increasing
performance. Research suggests there are speci c areas for promoting and
managing positivity including appreciation, forgiveness, positive energizing,
savoring and communicating “personal best stories.” Of the ones
mentioned, appreciation is the most powerful predictor of positive
attitudes. A comeback plan should consider positivity as a driving force for
emerging from the COVID environment and returning to work.



Intensity. Work intensity is an employees’ capacity for a type of work. In the
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current COVID environment many employees are feeling strain
because work has become more intense while structures guiding how they
do their jobs have collapsed. According to research from Harvard and
McMaster’s school of business, 43% of professionals manage the pressure
to be fully devoted to work by simply giving in and conforming. Intensity is
important but directives need to focus on what’s needed to produce
results, not effort. Comeback plans should acknowledge intensity and
nonwork time, for example, observing posted work hours and requiring
vacations. Worried about company performance, CEOs and other
managers can sacri ce employee wellbeing and create unnecessary burnout. Burn out increases medical bene t costs and diminishes creativity and
productivity overtime, favoring the short term verses the long term.
Alignment. CEOs must encourage a focus on the company’s overarching
goals. However, CEOs can also align personal worker goals with company
vision. Alignment can aid the CEO and employee in goal tracking,
transparency, and productivity. The net result is shown as employees see
their contributions at work and the company sees productive workstreams.
Comeback plans should align employee goals, strategies and tasks with
clear communications about why it is important.
A nal point: stress can reveal mental health challenges that transcend
work. More than 40 million U.S. adults — almost one in ve — experience
anxiety so intensely that it interferes with their ability to function. Imagine
when those adults and others who experience similar anxiety return to
work after a prolonged period working in a remote location. Employers,
working with healthcare providers, can help employees create a personal
wellness plan. Most health insurance policies have access to therapy by
phone or video. Teletherapy has the additional bene t of availability in rural
areas and removes concerns about anonymity or problems getting
childcare or transportation to go to a session.



The fact is, staying at home does not kill COVID19. Social distancing will
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not outlast the virus. The wheels of the economy need to turn. Businesses
need to start creating pro t. Workers need to collect paychecks. Local,
state and national governments need the tax roll in order to provide
services. Transitioning back to work will not necessarily mean a normal
routine. However, a winning work culture will ensure a safer return to
normal activities at work and in life.
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Authenticity Is Key to Building Solid Relationships Amid
the COVID-19 Crisis
Rhett Power  C-Suite Agenda  May 21, 2020

The effects of COVID-19's spread across the globe have been wide-ranging and
indiscriminate. Companies are losing revenue and ling for bankruptcy....

There’s a Hero in All of Us: 8 Ways Leaders Create
Extraordinary People
Gary Heil  C-Suite Agenda  May 20, 2020

It’s not news that in times of crisis, we think and act differently. When our lives and
well-being are challenged—as...
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Six Steps To A Leaner Content Operation In A Post-COVID19 World
Caroline Rothery  C-Suite Agenda  May 20, 2020

Covid-19 is posing content teams a double-headed challenge. The rst is how to make
the best of the current circumstances...

Limitations And Innovation In A Covid-19 World
Shelley Savage  C-Suite Agenda  May 18, 2020

The coronavirus pandemic has taken all of us by surprise and we found ourselves
scrambling for supplies with no stockpile...
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